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Scripture Reading 

 
15 “If you love me, keep my commands. 16 And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another 
advocate to help you and be with you forever— 17 the Spirit of truth. The world cannot accept 
him, because it neither sees him nor knows him. But you know him, for he lives with you and will be in 
you. 18 I will not leave you as orphans; I will come to you. 19 Before long, the world will not see me 
anymore, but you will see me. Because I live, you also will live. 20 On that day you will realize that I 
am in my Father, and you are in me, and I am in you. 21 Whoever has my commands and keeps them 
is the one who loves me. The one who loves me will be loved by my Father, and I too will love them 
and show myself to them.” 

22 Then Judas (not Judas Iscariot) said, “But, Lord, why do you intend to show yourself to us and not 
to the world?” 

23 Jesus replied, “Anyone who loves me will obey my teaching. My Father will love them, and we will 
come to them and make our home with them. 24 Anyone who does not love me will not obey my 
teaching. These words you hear are not my own; they belong to the Father who sent me. 

25 “All this I have spoken while still with you. 26 But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will 
send in my name, will teach you all things and will remind you of everything I have said to 
you. 27 Peace I leave with you; my peace I give you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do not let 
your hearts be troubled and do not be afraid. 

28 “You heard me say, ‘I am going away and I am coming back to you.’ If you loved me, you would be 
glad that I am going to the Father, for the Father is greater than I.29 I have told you now before it 
happens, so that when it does happen you will believe. 30 I will not say much more to you, for the 
prince of this world is coming. He has no hold over me, 31 but he comes so that the world may learn 
that I love the Father and do exactly what my Father has commanded me. 

John 14:15-31 
New International Version (NIV) 

Introduction 
 
1. This last week we hosted Kids Adventure Week! Our astonishingly creative Carma Gjerning 

focused on the Scripture verse “For in Christ we live and move and have our being.”1 And, she 
chose the theme “MooVana” in that the week converged several stories and teachings of the 
Apostle Paul in the New Testament with a few highlights from the critically acclaimed children’s 
animated musical film “Moana.” The stories of Paul ranged from his conversion on the road to 
Damascus to his boat travelling missionary journeys including accounts from Lystra, Derbe, 
Phillipi and more. And, as was brilliantly echoed in the movie Moana through the character of the 

                                                 
1 Acts 17:28. 
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water that connected all living things and nurtured beauty, balance, and reconciliation—we 
learned about the work of God’s Spirit that opens our eyes and our hearts to the wonder, mystery 
and awe of the good news of Christ. 
 
There were a variety of learning stations where the children (and adults!) discovered ways to 
connect God’s story to our story and continue to be transformed by God’s love as we continually 
awaken and re-awaken to our divine DNA as God’s beloved. I had the privilege of working with 
several others in the gym leading in the joy of “play” where I am pleased to say that once again, 
dodgeball is considered an essential contributor to the bonds of Christian fellowship!   

 
2. We are in a teaching series called “Why We Gather” and specifically in a segment titled “Creating 

a Beautiful Life” and I am beginning my sermon by emphatically saying that all who were in this 
space this week were creating a beautiful life! And, speaking to today’s topic “The Creativity of the 
Spirit,” God’s Spirit was creating a beautiful life in all of us, even as we were seeking to create 
beautiful lives for the more than fifty children that were with us. This is how the Christian life works 
within the framework of Trinity: Creator, Son, and Spirit, three in One, always in a circle dance—
and, the same with us and the Spirit--its like a dance where sometimes we lead and other times 
the Spirit leads, and we are always connected. 
 
Do we need to learn how to dance in and with the flow of God? Yes! Are there times where we 
forget we are connected? Sure! Is there freedom, times of resistance and failure and times of 
embrace and victory? Without question. Yet, as Jesus framed in today’s Scripture, the Holy Spirit 
is God’s sustaining presence in our lives sometimes catalyzed by our love for Christ and Christ’s 
teachings and always framed by the Spirit’s creative movements of spiritual awakenings, 
fellowship with others, empowerment for need and service, and the lifelong journey of becoming 
more connected to God. These historic Christian theological perspectives help us create beautiful 
lives, especially for those who do not feel they are very creative. 
 

3. As I prepared for this sermon I thought about those in the First Covenant community who are not 
artistically inclined, and may feel intimidated by the high concentration of artists in our community 
and be a little wary in this segment titled “creating a beautiful life” because of its highly charge 
overtones of artistry. This sermon is encouragement to both those who are and who are not 
artistically inclined, because it speaks to the creativity of the Spirit that is in the life of all Christ 
followers. Jesus’s teaching contained within today’s Scripture offers bedrock principles about the 
Spirit’s presence in our lives and the Spirit’s synchronicity with Jesus and Jesus’ teachings 
through the circle dance of the Trinity.  
 
Historically, the Christian Church has looked at Jesus’ teachings and across all of the New 
Testament teachings on the Holy Spirit and come to understand a range of categories where 
God’s Spirit works in our lives: 
 

• First, the Holy Spirit facilitates the miracle of spiritual awakening and new life in Christ. 
Other words that some use for this are “Regeneration,” “Conversion,” and “New Birth.” 
 

• Second, the Spirit draws people into community together. The most popular word used in 
the New Testament to describe this work of the Spirit was the Greek word “koinónia” which 
means “partnership or fellowship in the Spirit.” This is what makes diverse community 
possible!  
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• Third, the Holy Spirit empowers people through varied and special gifts for the purpose of 
building Christian community and living like Christ in our world. Some of the Spirit gifts are 
described in terms we see every day such as “leadership,” “teaching,” “hospitality,” and 
“giving.”  Others are mysterious and unpredictable such as supernatural “wisdom” and 
“miracles”.2 

 

• Fourth, the Holy Spirit reveals those things that are broken in us and offers us healing, 
forgiveness of sin, and a pathway to whole and integrated lives. Some call this work of the 
Spirit the journey of “holiness.” Others call it “sanctification”. Those committed to this 
journey of refinement are transformed over time into the kind of people who model to the 
world what the Apostle Paul described as the evidence or “fruit” of the Holy Spirit 
including“…love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and 
self-control.”3 

 
There are other theological terms and nuances such as “glorification” for Christ followers as we 
transition through the veil from this life to the next but, the four main ideas of Spiritual Awakening, 
Fellowship, Empowerment, and Holiness are the most important categories we need to be aware 
of about the person and work of Holy Spirit. 

 
4. I am going to speak very briefly to these four ideas offering simple illustrations as to how they 

connect to our day to day lives and help us create beautiful lives. And, as well, I am going to do 
something that I rarely do—I am going to bring forward one particular voice from the Covenant 
denomination that we are a part of, that speaks about the creative work of the Spirit in the lives of 
Christ followers and has taught theology at North Park Theological Seminary, our denominational 
seminary, for nearly 30 years.  

 

 
 

In the past, C. John Weborg has been the Professor of Theology and developed the spiritual 
formation and spiritual direction programs at North Park. He’s maintained a regular column in the 
Covenant Companion periodical, with this last week featuring his final contribution as he moves on 
to another beautiful adventure in his life. I bring him forward because John is someone who’s life 
was transformed by the circle dance of the Holy Spirit over his lifetime, and his teachings reflect a 
generous spirit.  
 

 

                                                 
2 Romans 12:3-8; 1 Corinthians 12:8-10, 28-30; Ephesians 4:11 
3 Galatians 5:23a 
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• For those who have never heard of him--John is a preacher-thinker who loves the Bible. As 
described by Stan Friedman, news and online editor for the Covenant Companion, “In the 
span of one sermon he references the philosopher Aristotle, early church father 
Athanasius, Reformation theologian John Calvin, contemporary Scottish hymnologist John 
Bell, and the arrest of several hundred undocumented workers at a meat plant in Iowa. 
And, he once said, “…the Bible is not a commodity to be consumed quickly and 
thoughtlessly. It is capital that gives us ‘a resource on which to draw and a perspective with 
which to look at questions and at life. And, it is capital for everyone, including the socially 
separated and the spiritually silenced.”4  
 

• John Weborg is a teacher. When asked,5 “what did you want your students to come away 
with from your classes?” he answered, “I don’t think I ever asked myself that question. I’m 
not very goal oriented—perhaps that makes me strange. I thought my vocation was to 
teach the faith as confessed by the church. I liked teaching a cohesive presentation of the 
faith…Cohesion is how you can hold some things in tension. Martin Luther said, “A 
Christian is a perfectly free lord of all, subject to none. A Christian is a perfectly dutiful 
servant of all, subject to all.”  

 

• John Weborg is a theologian. When asked if he was ever bothered by the term “systematic 
theology” (which is the idea that you read the Bible, largely without any sense of hierarchies 
of truth, for the purpose of distilling the contents of the entire Bible into Christian dogma) he 
said, “I was raised with those words. Now if I had my druthers—this won’t go over well, but I 
would have preferred ‘dogmatic theology.’ See, the word ‘dog-matic’ immediately raised red 
flags, but you can teach dogma without being dogmatic. A softer word might be ‘Trinitarian’ 
theology. But, ‘systematic’ means your teaching a system. Its hard to have a Covenant 
system.”  

 
With one part of our peripheral vision toward today’s Scripture and another on Weborg’s generous 
spirit and Trinitarian lens, let’s first look at the idea of Spiritual Awakening to Christ. 
 

                                                 
4 http://covenantcompanion.com/2017/07/13/accessory-to-the-word-2/ (accessed 7-15-17) 
5 http://covenantcompanion.com/2017/07/14/doing-theology-a-conversation-with-john-weborg-
2/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+covchurch%2Fnews+%28Covenant+Newsw
ire%29 (accesed 7-16-17) 

http://covenantcompanion.com/2017/07/13/accessory-to-the-word-2/
http://covenantcompanion.com/2017/07/14/doing-theology-a-conversation-with-john-weborg-2/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+covchurch%2Fnews+%28Covenant+Newswire%29
http://covenantcompanion.com/2017/07/14/doing-theology-a-conversation-with-john-weborg-2/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+covchurch%2Fnews+%28Covenant+Newswire%29
http://covenantcompanion.com/2017/07/14/doing-theology-a-conversation-with-john-weborg-2/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+covchurch%2Fnews+%28Covenant+Newswire%29
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A. Spiritual Awakening 
 
1. The work of the Spirit in spiritual awakening to Christ was addressed extensively in an earlier part 

of the Why We Gather series and I refer you to that earlier work. (always feel free to email me for 
access to previous sermons and topics) At First Covenant we acknowledge the wildly creative 
means and occasions with which God awakens us to Christ. I have talked about how I first 
awakened to the presence of God while laying on grass in my back yard as a child, and how that 
experience was later backfilled in with a greater knowledge of Christ as One with the Creator of all 
things and the Spirit.  
 
Siran Sidime, who preached so powerfully last week about her journey from Guinea in West Africa 
to the United States, has a beautiful story of spiritual awakening that is concurrent with her 
remaining meaningfully connected with her Muslim family system of origin. She has shared on a 
few occasions about how she awakened to Christ in a moment of solitude that she described as 
“meeting the One who had been wooing her all her life.” 
 

2. I have witnessed some in our community hear experiencing awakening while coming to receive 
communion, and others who look back not at any specific moment, but a series of moments that 
lead to clarity—these are only a small range of the ways that the Spirit of Christ reaching out to us, 
meets the desire for Christ within us, and we are awakened. And, once we are awakened to the 
presence of God within us, we are put on journey of seeing ourselves and the world through 
different lenses.  
 
 
Our lenses change in that with awakened vision we see ourselves as loved unconditionally, as 
forgiven even as words of forgiveness are sought, and with a never ending inquiry about new 
ways to love others. Christ in us, unleashes a flurry of creative expressions of the ways we can be 
loved and love others.  
 

3. Returning to John Weborg, he once asked his mother how people knew whether they were 
Christians because he didn’t always feel like one. His mother scheduled an appointment with his 
pastor and left the young Weborg abandoned in his office alone with the pastor. Classic! And, a 
situation that almost every pastor finds themselves cajoled into at one time or another. Weborg 
asked the pastor the same question and the pastor quoted Romans 10:9-10, “If you declare that 
Jesus is Lord, believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead” you are a Christ follower, 
that’s all that you need to know. Weborg recounts, “he never asked me if I wanted to make sure. 
He never asked me if I wanted to pray. Not once. Not a single time…We believe you let the word 
do its work. The church is the place where the word and the sacrament do their work.” 
 

Spiritual awakening to Christ is best nurtured in a space where desire is cradled by freedom such that 
the Spirit of God has the most room to transform us to Christ. Such a simple and free approach can 
protect us from this or that strident Christian ideology that has and continues to appear throughout 
Christian religious history ranging from the insanity of the 12-15th centuries of inquisitions to the 
coerciveness of decision theology in the 20th century.   
 
Next is the Holy Spirit’s creative work of fellowship, or community.  
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B. Fellowship 
 
1. My opening illustration about Kids Adventure Week speaks to the creative nature of koinonia, or 

partnership in the Spirit. And, I need to say just a little more. For those who were not able to 
participate, I can give witness that coming together to create beautiful young lives was like 
plugging into an electrical energy feed. From the moment I walked into the main lobby and shared 
a meal with others, decompressed the day in conversation, and made sure that kids didn’t eat too 
many delicious sugary desserts while slyly taking an extra on my way to Sanctuary, grooving with 
the music, interactive with the interweaving of Scripture, drama, and song…all the while sharing 
space with those whom I am getting to know more and more over time—from beginning to end--- 
every night was joyful and electrified by God’s presence.  
 
Of course, the Spirit does such things outside and away from the church building as we gather for 
many and different kind of experiences that reach across the plethora of God’s created ones. Like 
concerts at Lake Harriet Bandshell the other night, to the gospel choir, to Bible studies, to book 
clubs, to coffees and dinners. Friendship and chemistry are always import factors in fellowship, in 
that it is our values and personalities that create a measure of meaningful attraction. Yet, it is the 
Spirit of God that is always the “ground bass” of our relationships--that sustaining lower note with 
which all the harmonies float on top of…the ground bass that holds us together and forms us 
across our diverse perspectives, personalities, and identities—taking all of us deeper and farther 
together.  

 
2. John Weborg’s personal narrative interacts with the idea of fellowship in his childhood experience 

of contracting polio. 
 

 
 

“Oh, I’m a bit of an odd duck,’ he says, grinning.” Stan Friedman reports that “At the age of fifteen, 
he was stricken with polio, which paralyzed him from the hips down for months. Once he regained 
movement, he had to wear leg braces and undergo extensive painful physical therapy before he 
could walk again. He says it was the people and church in Pender, Nebraska who kept him from 
losing faith during that time. Not once did he doubt or question God, he says. ‘I had the word of 
promise. I had the church. There was the community.’”6 
 
This speaks to the incredible container that Christian community can provide for us in seasons of 
personal trial. Weborg also pointed to his father who was uniquely wise and yet had the equivalent 

                                                 
6 http://covenantcompanion.com/2017/07/13/accessory-to-the-word-2/ (accessed 7-15-17) 

http://covenantcompanion.com/2017/07/13/accessory-to-the-word-2/
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of an eight-grade education, a local veterinarian who took Weborg on farm visits and expounded 
on complex lectures from veterinary school not sparing graduate school vocabulary as well. And, 
also his boyhood pastor, who was highly educated, but pastored a church of under thirty people. 
Weborg says, “The young people in confirmation classes with his pastor might as well been taking 
a university course...He was demanding.”7 
 

Can you tell how much I love this man I have never met in person? And, for me, after serving 
churches now for more than 26 years, from small to medium to mega-sized, I am refreshed as I am 
reminded about how God’s Spirit collaborates with our human spirits to co-create safe space as we 
journey through the seasons of our lives. 
 
Spiritual awakening. Fellowship. And, the third category of the Spirit’s work is empowerment.  
 

C. Empowerment 
 
1. In today’s text Jesus said to his first followers: 
 

15 “If you love me, keep my commands. 16 And I will ask the Father, and he will give you 
another advocate to help you and be with you forever— 17 the Spirit of truth. 

 
The English word “advocate” that is used here is a translation for the original Greek word 
“paraclete” which also means “helper” or “the one who answers the call.”8  

 
2. We have all had them--moments where we say to ourselves “I have no idea how to get through 

this time, fix that problem, or address some major concern. I’m not strong enough. I don’t have 
enough faith. I don’t have enough power. I don’t have enough money. I don’t have enough 
whatever.” Those moments of hitting what feels like the bottom of our resources are moments of 
helplessness. Ironically, such moments are what Jesus and the New Testament writers described 
as the perfect moment of opportunity for empowerment.  
 
The Apostle Paul invested much ink attempting to help us see that being self aware of human 
vulnerability is a gift. Paul said, “God’s power is made perfect in weakness…”9 And, earlier in the 
same letter he wrote: 
 

7 But we have this treasure in jars of clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God and not 

from us. 8 We are hard pressed on every side, but not crushed; perplexed, but not in 

despair; 9 persecuted, but not abandoned; struck down, but not destroyed. 
 

2 Corinthians 4:7-9, NIV 
 

How is it possible for us to be pressed on every side, but not crushed, perplexed but not in 
despair? Because, as Jesus taught in today’s Scripture, God’s Spirit comes to us when we pray 
for assistance and gives us the power we need. This can be a wildly creative process. 
Empowerment may not come in the form we are looking for, but it will come. It may come in the 

                                                 
7 IBID. 
8 http://biblehub.com/interlinear/john/14-16.htm (accessed 7-15-17) 
9 2 Corinthians 12:9b. 

http://biblehub.com/interlinear/john/14-16.htm
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form of a word of encouragement at just the right moment. It may come in the form of a person, 
when you least expect it, who comes alongside you to buoy the situation you are in. It may come 
in the form of something your child says, maybe even with irony. Or, a poem, song, or writing that 
speaks directly to the moment you are facing. It may come in a miracle. The Spirit’s empowerment 
come’s through a variety of means, but it will come as promised and is the voice of God being 
translated into your unique moment.  

 
Spiritual awakening. Fellowship. Empowerment. And the fourth and final category of the Spirit’s 
creativity is holiness.  
 

D. Holiness 
 
1. Its not surprising that most people think of holiness as being handed a list of “do’s and don’ts” and 

think that by following such a list perfectly God will love them more, and they will be set apart and 
ultimately superior to others who don’t do that list. There are several problems with this kind of 
thinking.  
 

• First, it is impossible to do anything but white knuckle our way through such an expectation 
of perfection or the idea that God loves us more or less by our performance. We are both 
beloved and sinful in our paradoxical human nature and need to hold our brokenness with 
the grace that Christ taught, that points to the fact that, as a modern Christian thinker once 
said, “God loves us not because we change, but God loves us so we can change.” 10 
 

• Second, it is simple human nature that if we are given a holiness measuring stick for 
ourselves, it is inevitable that we will use it to measure those around us. And, that is when 
Christian religion gets really ugly.  

 
Here is the main point: Holiness is principally about encounter and intimacy with God. Today’s 
Scripture points this out: “If we love Christ, we will…be more connected with God, have more 
wisdom, be less afraid, and so on.” Holiness is about connectedness and we grow in holiness 
when, over time, we let go of our false selves and embrace our true selves as God sees us. This 
is why the famous theologian Augustine once said: “Love God and do whatever you please: for 
the soul trained in love to God will do nothing to offend the One who is Beloved.”11 

 
2. John Weborg has a contribution on this point as well. The journey of spirit guided holiness and 

intimacy with God is at the heart of “pietism,” one of the major themes of Weborg’s body of work 
and a mainstay in the Covenant tradition. Weborg once wrote this: 

 
“Pietists want to shorten the distance between appearance and reality, between external and 
internal…Faith, hope and love are not just what one has; they are also what one is in relation 
to others.”12 

 
At this point I need to call out a major difference between the pietistic tradition and the holiness 
tradition in regards to the general history of Christian spiritual formation. The holiness tradition is 
this long held pattern of teaching that urges Christians to grow toward moral perfection. On a 

                                                 
10 Richard Rohr Quote in several locations.  
11 http://www.goodreads.com/quotes/622083-love-god-and-do-whatever-you-please-for-the-soul (accessed 4-12-15) 
12 John Weborg, “Pietism: a Question of Meaning and Vocation” 

http://www.goodreads.com/quotes/622083-love-god-and-do-whatever-you-please-for-the-soul
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continuum, there are some who say you can achieve moral perfection this side of death and there 
are others who say you can never be perfect, but you simply need to try for all of your life anyway 
because God will love you more, the more perfect you are.  

 
The Covenant and pietistic formational practice walks a different path and moves on a completely 
different continuum. The pietistic experience emphasizes the spiritual path in quite generous 
terms that include a commitment to reading Scripture in community to discern its meaning for our 
lives, expecting to encounter God’s real presence in our devotional experiences, letting our love 
for God move us to holistic mission in our world, and seeing connection to one another as a 
critically important aspect of spiritual vitality. 
 

3. I find myself warmed to the invitations of pietism if for no other reason than I can’t make sense, 
and need help living as a Christ follower, in our fractured and tribal world. Pietism, with its brushes 
of Christian mysticism, sees the “false self” as equal to the “separate self,” and encourages us to 
recognize union with God, and love for our neighbor as the primary goal over and above some 
kind of private moral perfection. 
 
This is probably why Jesus taught that the greatest two commandments on which all others hang 
is “loving God and loving neighbor.” Connectedness and inter-dependence are the formational 
standard and probably why, in Jesus’ ministry, he was constantly inviting people in and toward 
belonging. He would heal someone, and tell them to report to the local priests so they could return 
to the community.  
 

4. And, one final comment about holiness in relationship to sin and suffering. Stepping back from any 
kind of sin-holiness meritocracy paradigm, Jesus saw sin as its own punishment and admonished 
people to sin less to avoid its corrosive effects on their lives. And, here is the kicker about the 
healthful journey of holiness---with Christ, darkness, failure, relapse, persecution, woundedness 
and death become our primary teachers because they more intensely invite us toward inter-
dependence with God and one another. That is heart of holiness. 

 
Conclusion 
 
1. John Weborg’s experience of polio modelled this for him as a young person. And, Weborg’s final 

words in his final column for the Covenant Companion reflected on his thoughts about his final 
passing yet to come. His reflections are appropriate for the conclusion of a sermon on the 
creativity of the Spirit in helping us create beautiful lives, include beautiful endings to our lives.  
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In the interview John said,13  
 
“You know Lois and I have been married fifty-six years, and one thing is the gift character of 
somebody who you know is always there. That’s one thing you don’t have to worry about; I mean 
that’s not an anxiety factor. So I think that’s a major component in life. 
 
The other big thing is that I’ve done a lot of work with death since I moved back here. I do a lot of 
pastoral work at church, and I’ve been present with a lot of dying people, and I’m getting closer to 
that myself. I don’t think there is anything now more profound than death. I think Christian people 
have to be careful that they not minimize the depth of loss that is death. You can spiritualize death 
to the point of dishonesty. And that does not do justice to the gospel. It minimizes the gospel. 
 
(He pauses a full forty seconds searching for words.) 
 

2. There’s a place in the poetry of T.S. Elliot that goes, “No place of grace for those who avoid the 
face.” Death removes the face. Among the Jewish philosophers no one has written more about 
the face than Joseph Levinass, who says that the first instance of transcendence for any of us is 
to see a face. Death removes the face. So this business about the face—in the Old Testament 
notice how many times God’s face is referred to, especially in the psalter—nothing was more 
terrifying than God’s face because when God turned his face, it was like death. 
 
Death removes the face, and in a family, that face is no longer across from you at the table, or in 
the family room or wherever it is. So the closer you get to death, the more you think about the loss 
of the face. It’s easy in Christian circles to say, “Oh, they’re so much better off now.” Well, I say be 
careful.  
 
Be careful because the New Testament says we sorrow, but not as those who have no hope. We 
can’t say we should not sorrow. That is to deny your humanity. Death is a real thing. It’s a 
phenomenon that nobody has ever grasped because it is the ultimate loss. Only those who are left 
know what death is. Those who have died don’t know. They’re not the ones who don’t see the 
face across the table. 
 

                                                 
13 The next six paragraphs are direct quotes from Stan Friedman’s interview: 
http://covenantcompanion.com/2017/07/14/doing-theology-a-conversation-with-john-weborg-
2/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+covchurch%2Fnews+%28Covenant+Newsw
ire%29 (accessed 7-15-17) 

http://covenantcompanion.com/2017/07/14/doing-theology-a-conversation-with-john-weborg-2/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+covchurch%2Fnews+%28Covenant+Newswire%29
http://covenantcompanion.com/2017/07/14/doing-theology-a-conversation-with-john-weborg-2/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+covchurch%2Fnews+%28Covenant+Newswire%29
http://covenantcompanion.com/2017/07/14/doing-theology-a-conversation-with-john-weborg-2/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+covchurch%2Fnews+%28Covenant+Newswire%29
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Each time I encounter death, I face my own death or that of someone close to me. You’ve got to 
let yourself know what it is; otherwise you minimize the gospel, because the gospel says it will be 
reversed. It doesn’t say it will be prevented. And it does not say you will be spared.” 

 
3. Thank you, C. John Weborg, for these many points of wisdom, and your life given to the Covenant 

community! May it help us see the Holy Spirit as God’s sustaining presence in our lives framed by 
the Spirit’s creative movements of spiritual awakenings, fellowship with others, empowerment for 
need and service, and the lifelong journey of becoming more connected to God, even to the end 
point of our earthly journey.  

 
 

 
Prayer 
 
Creator, Son, and Spirit, Three in One—we pray that we are awakened and remain awake to your 
presence in our lives—in every season and in everyone moment. Holy Spirit come. Guide our lives. 
Remind us that we are not orphans. Give us your peace. Help us to hear Jesus’ words “do not let 
your hearts be troubled and do not be afraid” and believe them because of your real presence in our 
souls. 
 
In Jesus Name. Amen. 
 

Benediction 
 
As the new week begins, may we see the Holy Spirit as God’s sustaining presence in our lives 
framed by the Spirit’s creative movements of spiritual awakenings, fellowship with others, 
empowerment for service, and the lifelong journey of becoming more connected to God. 
 
Go in Peace. Amen. 
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